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Abstract

Currently, there is no bill about Maternal Inference and the Family Law about surrogate birth in Korea. Also, Problems of surrogate mother were reported by media socially, but these discussions did not discuss continuously.

Early in the course that establishing process of Bioethics and Safety Act, there was a discussion. But it cannot acceptance as Act, it issued legally and ethically.

Despite the difficult of legal interpretation and ethical problem, the surrogate birth practiced...
covertly and frequently. And about this, our law just declared its invalidity because it is contrary to public order and good moral until recently.

Therefore, if it leaves as invalidation, the problem about right of surrogate mother and the baby from her it may occur a serious social problem.

From now, about the issue of surrogacy contracts the legal and medical countermeasures to be taken.

Therefore, to solve many problems about surrogacy contract, consider the problem of surrogacy contract, also suggest legislative study about Korean surrogate mother based on legislative cases of foreign countries.
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1. Introduction

Infertile patient is getting increasing because of various causes that age to marriage increased, environmental hormones, stress, smoking and obesity due to dietary changes, etc. November 26, 2012, an infertile couple in Korea reached 13.5% of all couple according to statistics of Korea Institute for Health and Social Affairs. The one couple per 8 couples is suffered from infertile.

So the infertile couple have been used various method artificial insemination, outer artificial insemination and etc. But, above all, by choosing the surrogate mother it gives new hope to infertile couple who could not get the baby[1].

But the childbirth ways through surrogate mother that standard of legal and ethical justification are still unclearness. As time goes by, it makes chaotic situation.

There is no applicable Act about surrogate mother yet in Korea, also the regulatory system that can control is defective. So surrogate contract is practiced silently.

On the other hand, most countries are considered the surrogate contract as illegal and controlled strictly because it can destroy the dignity of man and public order. But, the regulation is exist to meet social, ethical, and religious condition by the increase of infertile couple and the changed family relationship.

In case of Korea, surrogate contract is invalid so there are no related laws, in reality the birth characters are increasing by surrogate contract.

Currently, the cases of the birth by surrogate mother in Korea, at least 3~4 cases in one year, as many as 10 cases and about 100 cases nationally by infertility specialist hospitals. Also, the case that some young college student and Chinese women are used to surrogate mother has been reported[2].

Also, the Internet services that provide various services about surrogate birth were appeared, and it reported to much country like China and etc. as the social problem. Like this, the surrogate birth is getting a big social problem.

In this paper, to solve that problems about surrogacy contract, first, find the problem of surrogacy contract also, propose the legislation about Korean surrogate mother based on the foreign legislations.
II. The Meaning and Problem of Surrogacy Contract

1. The Meaning of Surrogacy Contract

The surrogacy contract is for that among the couple if one is infertile, let third party’s women pregnancy(3). The most common way about surrogacy is the artificial fertilization from the husband’s semen of infertile women to third women. And the pregnant women should give up her parental right instead of scheduled remuneration. This childbirth by surrogacy is typically performed after the signing contract that including both the egg and the uterine. And the childbirth which is called the childbirth by surrogacy, that has the both couples’ genetic relationship. In this case, sperm of father and the egg of mother were vitro fertilization and this ovum is given to other women and makes implantation and childbirth. So it occurred the separation between genetic mother and birth mother. And who is the legal mother is the complex problem.

When finding the legal of each countries about the problem that the surrogacy contract is invalid or valid. In the past, most was negative stance but the current suggesting that allow limited is gaining force. Like this, the problem that the Invalidity or validity of surrogacy contracts, as well as the most contents of contract is hard to force its implementation and to claim damages for violations of the contract is too hard.

2. The Problem of Surrogacy Contract

2.1 The Ethical Problem

The most monetary transactions incidental to the surrogacy contract is blocked by the legislative regulatory, but the trend in the UK, they allow a reasonable cost. But, it is hard to regulate that where is the reasonable cost can be a problem, and if the surrogacy doesn’t satisfied about the cost. Then, she will be able to refuse the give her baby. Currently, the brokering works that deal the surrogacy on the internet or offline have an epidemic. This brokering work can be invalid by the interpretation of the current law. But, when the women had a baby by surrogacy already, make invalid is not reasonable(4).

And, even though they didn’t expect the money receive but it can be the human trafficking resultingly. After the child were grown up, when they know that their mother who gave birth give up them, then their psychological conflict will inhibit the growth. Moreover, the fact that their surrogacy mother give herself up by receive the money will be the huge impact to them.

Also, it can expect that the surrogacy have breached the Agreement causing a change of heart. In other words, a change of heart can occur these situations like termination of pregnancy or endanger the health of the fetus and suddenly disappearance after birth etc. Therefore, it leaves the question that the ethical binding of surrogacy contracts how much affects to these problems.

2.2 The Problem of Artificial Fertilization

The fetus which conceived by surrogacy can get the same emotional state, so in the case of artificial insemination the relationship with fetus must be considered. In case of the surrogacy by artificial fertilization, the surrogacy can think there is no connection of their relationship with the fetus and she and she can carelessness about many regulations for pregnancy. In most cases, the affection is getting deepens during the pregnancy and these risks can be reduced, but fundamentally, this part of risks cannot separate(5).

The other hand, unlike the agreement that the surrogacy will brings the baby in accordance with the passage of time, when the couple don’t want the baby, then the dispute arises and then, this validity
and claims of surrogacy contracts can be the problem. Otherwise, when the baby birth with the physical, mental impairment, the couple who request to surrogacy and the surrogacy are avoid accept the baby. In that case, serious adverse effects will be caused to baby.

2.3 Release of the Contract and Problems of Compensation for Damages

When admit the surrogacy contract is valid, the surrogacy contract can be cancel freely before pregnancy, because the contents of surrogacy contract contain the high personal nature connection.

The problem is that does the surrogate mom can cancel its contract freely after conceived, about this. Allow law about surrogacy article 7 in the United States, it allow the cancel of contract to the surrogacy who provide the her ovum within the 180 days from the first artificial insemination, and in this case the surrogacy not assume the responsibilities about cancellation of a contract[6].

The Mother and Child Health Law in Korea acknowledge attributively. So, if the surrogacy contract valid, cancellation of a contract must be allowed.

2.4 The Legal Problem about Claim for Performance

The Article 103 of the Civil code not acknowledges the surrogacy contract. So a claim for a fee cannot allow. Also, the fee that already paid cannot made the right of a claim for a return by Civil code Article 746. But when seen as a valid, several matters that regulated in surrogacy contract are effect and the party can claim for performance according to their contents. But if disobey to this, it can claim for performance to court and the party can cancel the contract by nonfulfillment of a contract[7].

Also, regardless of the cancellation of a contract it can claim for damages by default. This allows the damages, such as reliance interest, claim for damages from the contract were established effectively. So, the claim for damages of surrogacy contracts allowed by when see the valid the surrogacy contracts. And then, the principles of freedom of contract also applied and can set the type and contents of contract freely, also can set the condition of contract widely.

III. Comparative Legal Consideration of Surrogacy Contracts

1. United States of America

The attitude of the United States court or state was showed strongly not allowed, but recently, they has been show gradually positive reaction.

On the other hand, in August 1988, the national conference of commissioners on uniform state laws plan "Uniform Status of Children of Assisted Conception Act" – ‘USCACA’, and was approved by the American Bar Association in February 1989. This Act make choice the one agenda between A that surrogacy contract valid and B that surrogacy contract invalid. As a result, many states have no statutes about surrogacy in the United States, but some states have the statutes about the judicially effect on surrogacy contracts. And in the states that have the Act for surrogacy were divided as the two states which valid the surrogacy contract and invalid. And in some states that valid the surrogacy contract, invalidate the surrogacy contract which need the reward.

In 2000, the national conference of commissioners on uniform state laws in USA write a new “unified Parenthood (Uniform Parentage Act 2000, amended 2002)”. As a model bill on Parenthood. The regulation about surrogate mother in Chapter 7 of this Act said that the sperm and the egg provider cannot be the parents of birth baby. In chapter 8, the gestational mother is used instead of surrogacy. For effective requirement of surrogacy contract, it is possible to make the pregnant contract by written
and it is regulated[8].

2. Germany

First time, the German define the surrogacy in the laws pertaining to adoption which revised in November 1989. “The surrogacy is artificially and natural pregnancy by the agreement or get the transplantation of embryos that are not derived from himself or in any other way. And does something to adapt to a third party or other immortal accept after the baby is born” and place the prohibit regulations about placement of a surrogate mother in same Act Article No. 13c and 13d. After that the Embryo Protection Act was enacted in December 1990. After this legislation surrogacy contract was prohibited in principle. That is, the surrogacy contract is legal violations and it became invalid by Article 138 of the German Civil Code[9]. But the Embryo Protection Act prohibited the artificial insemination or embryo transfer by surrogacy. It is just the punishment regulations to operator of artificial fertilization or embryo transfer and it does not punishment surrogacy she or couple who foster that. Even if the deed that Uterus rental for business purposes was done, the surrogacy does not punish. Germany determined that the women who gave birth can be a mother by establishment of the German Civil Code Section 1591, and through the amendments of parent-child relationship act in 1998[10].

3. England

July 16, 1985 the Surrogacy Arrangement Act was created in England, and it is the first country that makes the legislation in the world. There are five provisions, the person who uses a surrogacy privately excluded from the scope of punishment, the couples who commissioned and encourage the surrogacy are exempt from punishment. However, the person and institutions which procedures the surrogacy for commercial can get the criminal penalties and it should not force by the surrogacy and the couple who request the surrogacy.

In 1990, they enacted the “Human Fertilization and Embryology Act” and they discipline the baby's legal status explicitly. This Act was able to get the command that be the parents who want to be the parents they can apply to the court within six months after the who were born. But until then, the surrogacy is the mother.

In this case, the examination of court is not based on the baby’s best benefit. It based on the voluntariness and free of conclusion of a contract and confirm the baby is already growing up by the client who married couples[11].

4. Japan

The surrogacy should be prohibited is prevailing view in Japan. But they think that regulate the right to give birth the children is undesirable. Because of this, they are not regulating Act about surrogacy.

The other hand in October 1977, the House of Representatives Justice Committee was trying to promote the legislation under the recognition that genetic and real relationship can get the self-separation by the development of assisted reproductive technology. But they adopt the civilly attention, so the new legislation was not accepted. Also, October in 1998, the Professional Committee about Assisted Reproductive Technology that consisting of experts from all walks of life under the leading edge medical technology assessment committee of Welfare Science Council was installed and the report about assisted reproductive medical policy by providing the sperm and ovum was written, but they make the conclusion that the surrogacy should be banned. Subsequently, in June 2001, to review the maintenance of the regulation about the conducting condition of assisted reproductive medical. Welfare Science Council of assisted reproductive medical committee was installed. And there were some opinion that the surrogate mother must admit, but they said the surrogacy must be prohibited. The reason are don't treat the person only for the means of reproduction and considerate
its safety sufficiently, and it contrary to the welfare of the child who born the first. In February 2001, The Justice Department also installed the paternity legal committee with assisted reproductive health-related of Legal Science Council. But, it premise prohibit of surrogacy and there are no regulation about surrogacy and now it has been suspended. Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare in 2004, tried to submit a bill that related the report of the assisted reproductive technology committee. But the ruling party has the viewpoint that "The countries have no right to give birth to children and it is not desirable" and they dissuade[12].

5. France

In case of France, they prohibit the surrogacy at "The Standard on Bioethics" in 1992. Also the court precedents said the surrogacy contract was void. And it was reconfirmed by the ' protection of the human body Act' and 'The Act for providing and using of part of the human body and production or artificial reproduction of human body' which regulated in 1994[13]. Some of them were inserted in the Civil Law, the contract which raise the effect that granting a property value to the deliverables and components of the human body is invalid(Article 16-5 in Civil Law). The agreement for someone who want childbirth or pregnancy is invalid(Article 16-7 in Civil Law)[14].

6. Israel

In Israel, they allow the surrogacy contracts under certain conditions by regulation of "The Management of Sperm Donor Bank and Artificial Insemination Act" in 1996 which legitimizing the surrogacy. According to this law, it regulate that the person who can make surrogacy contract by the approval of 7 persons in committee. The approval requirements are free agreement of the parties, no danger to the health of the mother or child, the request men's sperm must be used, pregnant made by vitro fertilization, and surrogacy unmarried and the people have to be the Israeli people, etc. The nominal fee can be compensated to surrogacy, but more fees cannot be paid. Surrogacy can be bringing their kids by change the determination. And if she wants, abortion can be possible[15].

IV. Legislative Policy Review of Surrogacy Contract

1. The Termination Possibility of Surrogacy Contracts

The surrogacy contract has the highly personal nature. So, even though the contract came validly, it must consider the termination possibility, and for this specific requirements and effects are need to be considered. First, in the face of the requirements, these will be the subject of the discussion such as the termination can be allowed after pregnancy and according to this, the abortion can be allowed. And in the face of the effect, the recognition of the liability for damages due to the one-sided termination, etc.

2. Whether the Surrogacy Agreement Acknowledge

In the legislation on surrogacy, the most important thing is allow of surrogacy contract. The surrogacy contract is invalid by Article 103 of Korean Civil law that is opposed to "Good morals and Social order" and it was the majority opinion. But recently, available opinion and limited opinion are becoming more. Realistically the childbirth by surrogacy is made openly. So, allow the surrogacy contract and birth within a reasonable constant range rather than prohibit them uniformly[16].

3. The Exceptional Acknowledge of Surrogacy Contract

Validity of surrogacy contracts which has the
certain conditions for the validity eclectic way would be possible. Consider the reality that already the childbirth by surrogacy is done, the need of foster is very high. And in case of the surrogacy system, if it promised as the means of overcoming infertility, admit it as in terms of protection of reproductive right is desirable. But in other cases, to induce the surrogacy to sound direction is necessary by allowing criminal penalties from no juridical effect.

4. The Qualification of Parties about Surrogacy Contract

In case of surrogacy, the limit of it’s arrange to single woman or married woman or limit to who experienced the childbirth or get rid that limitation from first are should be examined. On the other hand, also it needs to think if there is a kinship between the client and the surrogate mother. In case of client couple, as allowing the surrogacy contract only sterility case and prevent as a means of leasing the uterus. Furthermore, more fine-grained review is required to common-law marriage or homosexual cases.

5. The Legal Status of Birth by Surrogacy Contracts

When legislation on surrogacy contract, regulate the legal status of birth is advisable. In this case, as seeing the model legislation in the United States and Israel, in case of surrogacy contract which took from the court’s permission, it can be considered that recognize the birth child by surrogacy to couple of client. Also, like legislation cases in UK, it can be considered that register as the surrogacy couple’s baby first, and through the simple steps to register the adoption[17].

6. Limit the Ways of Surrogacy Contract

The access to the system of surrogacy will be possible to deny the total surrogacy system. Also, recognize the criminal responsibility that surrounded the prohibition and limitation of surrogacy can be considered. Especially, some ways can useful such as in Germany and some states in the United States. In this case, identify the range of surrogacy contract and the target of criminal penalties[18].

7. Considering the International Problems

Currently, the placement and brokerage of surrogacy birth are scrambling on the Internet cafes. Consider these contents, the problems of surrogacy is not just domestic, it related with China, Japan, and several Southeast Asian countries. Also, in some cases, the one side is foreigners and it may occur the international judicial problems. For example, the law applicable to the surrogacy contract with born baby and baby’s legal status by International law which includes the nationality of those babies. Therefore, to this legislation on surrogacy, these international judicial issues will be considered.

8. The Legislative Direction of Surrogacy System in Korea

A result of examining the foreign related statutes can think the three kinds of ways to lawmaking about surrogacy. First, amend the Family Law. Second, amend the "Bioethics and Safety Act" or include widely, such as "Vitro fertilization Act" or "Medical Assisted Reproductive Act". Third, enact the special laws and make specific its name more like, "The Surrogacy contract law". In personal humble opinion, the third approach is probably best. And be based on the "The Family Law" or "The Bioethics and Safety Act" also governed their status as a special law with regulation of specific instructions on surrogacy.

V. Conclusion

As discussed above, caused by the development of the life sciences, the surrogacy problems is getting over the dimension the can be solved simply by
individual ethics. The selfishness that the infertile couples want to have children has appeared as a social phenomenon as the birth of the child by the surrogacy contract. But, even if it is instinctual, it cannot be achieved with hurting human dignity, and it should not deviate the restriction of legal ideology and moral responsibility for the society.

Meanwhile, there is no legislation on surrogacy in Korean situation. And cause of the infertile couples are increase, the surrogacy problem is very urgent. The solution to the problem found through a lot of social discussion, and many of the public change their recognition about surrogacy. These are certainly true.

And the last remaining hopes for infertile couples are on the birth of their child by surrogacy contract, and if it made realistically regardless of the regulations of the law, rather than blame and restricted or prohibited, make regulation about surrogacy and protect the client couples who had the surrogacy contract and have to explore how to regulate surrogacy contracts over the guidelines, while recognizing strongly.
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